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PREFACE
The impetus for this traveling exhibition comes from having worked with historic
photographs and traveling exhibitions from 1986 to 1993 at the Indiana Historical Society.
For over two years I worked in the visual collections department of the Society's William
Henry SmithMemorial Library, first indexing architectural images then coordinating
photographic orders and processing collections. In this capacity I became aware of the
immense popularity ofhistoric photographs. Over forty-five percent of the library's
patrons used photographs during their research. Requests for photograph duplication
rapidly increased, with uses such as documentaries, local pictorial history books, corporate
histories, calendars, and historic preservation.
As exhibitions coordinator for four years I developed traveling exhibitions using copy
photographs from the Society's collections, as well as from libraries and archives around
the state and nation. In this capacity I also provided assistance to local historical societies
and found that they, too, were seeing an increase in photograph donations and usage of
their visual collections.
During this time I was aware that, due to the exhibition committee's policy
prohibiting the use of original items in traveling exhibitions, the Society's shows were
stylistically and literally
"flat."
Although the scholarship was sound, the exhibits generally
suffered from "the book on the
wall"
syndromeheavy use of text with little visual
interest. County historical societies often suffered from the opposite problem. They had
very interesting artifacts and photographs displayed in the "open
storage"
style, but
provided very little interpretation. This exhibition merges the two exhibition styles.
The didactic exhibit panels provided by the George Eastman House and the Indiana
Historical Society will provide the scholarship for the photographic images provided by
the local historical societies. It is hoped that the borrowers will invest the time to create
their own labels further interpreting their photographs and sponsor public programs to
supplement the exhibit.
Many people and organizations have had input into this project. First I wish to thank
the George Eastman House and especiallyMichael Sladden, Curator ofEducation, who
agreed to co-direct the grant with me and who helped conceptualize the project. Grant
Romer, my thesis committee chairperson, provided excellent insights into the development
of the project and made possible numerous learning experiences for me through
internships at the George Eastman House. The Indiana Historical Society, in particular
Dr. Robert Taylor and Faith Revell of the education division, generously provided extra
financing when the amount of the grant request was reduced by the Indiana Humanities
Council. In addition, Faith has provided many design and programming ideas. Thanks to
James M. Reilly of the Image Permanence Institute, who provided guidance about finding
the delicate balance between overly technical and simplistic script writing. Jim made my
R.I.T. experience possible by providing an Image Permanence Graduate Scholarship, for
which I am grateful. Also at the Image Permanence Institute, Douglas Nishimura indirectly
assisted with the project by answering my many questions about photographic
preservation during my internship there. Numerous others at the George Eastman House
and the Indiana Historical Society have contributed to the project, including Barbara
Galasso, photographer; Paul Piazza, fiscal agent; Stephen Fletcher, proofreader; and John
M. Harris, workshop coordinator. Edward Norman, a freelance designer, deserves special
mention for providing design work at a reduced fee. Likewise, Walt Robbins and Tina
Dickey are malting the wooden bases at a bargain price.
This project could not have come to fruition without the support provided by the
Indiana Humanities Council and Light Impressions Corporation. InMay, the Indiana
Humanities Council awarded the project $3,000 from its major grant category. Light
Impressions generously donated archival supplies and shipping cases. Lance Speer has
been especially enthusiastic about their support. Finally, I want to thank my best friend,
John Harris, for his unending support, patience, and words ofwisdom.
PROJECT SUMMARY
Within recent years, the public has expressed a growing interest in historic
photographs. Academic historians, preservationists, genealogists, and documentary
filmmakers are among the many who now use photographs as primary sources. With this
comes the need to identify, date, and care for photographs. Although there is a whole
profession dedicated to the conservation ofphotographs, much of the research does not
trickle down to the average person with cherished family photographs. The goal
of this project is to bridge the gap by relaying this information to the general population
in an easy-to-read, non-technical manner.
A Perfect Likeness: Identifying andPreserving OldPhotographs, is a traveling
exhibition and kit created to educate the public about the identification and care of the
most common nineteenth-century photographic processes and formats. The project,
sponsored by the George Eastman House International Museum ofPhotography and Film
and the Indiana Historical Society, has been funded by the Indiana Humanities Council and
Light Impressions Corporation. Two copies are scheduled to open in February 1996
Four copies of the kit will be produced. One copy will be on display in the Discovery
Gallery of the George Eastman House. The other three copies will circulate from the
lending libraries of the Indiana Historical Society, Indiana Humanities Council, and the
George Eastman House. Each kit will consist of:
1) Traveling Exhibition: Twenty didactic panels explain the history, identification, and
care ofphotographic processes and formats such as the daguerreotype, tintype, cased
images, and carte de visite. Borrowing institutions are encouraged to create their own
displays and programs around the core exhibit.
2)Workbook: Six workbooks accompanying each kit supply more in-depth information
about each process or format. Included also are sections on preservation issues (storage,
environment, display) and sources for more information.
3) Photograph Sample Boxes: Boxes containing original photographs in a variety of
formats will help the curators identify items in their own collections and may be viewed in
an exhibit study area by the more serious museum visitor. If the borrowing institution does
not own an example of a particular process, it may substitute these samples in their
own exhibit.
4) Educational Programs/Slide Presentations: The sponsors will develop separate
programs for the kit. The George Eastman House will sponsor gallery talks, workshops on
the care of family photographs, docent tours, and hands-on activities for all ages. Three
summer workshops for collection caretakers are planned by the Indiana Historical Society.
The Indiana Junior Historical Society sponsored a one-day workshop about photography
for middle school and high school-aged students. Two slide presentations have been
generated: one discussing identification and preservation of family photographs, the other
about Indiana's nineteenth-century photographers. Also, handouts will be printed to
encourage preservation of family photographs and the use ofphotos as primary sources.
PROJECT PARTNERS
The George Eastman House InternationalMuseum ofPhotography and Film (GEH),
a Rochester, New York-based non-profit organization located in the mansion ofEastman
Kodak Company's founder, agreed to sponsor the traveling exhibition. Michael Sladden,
Curator ofEducation, had been contemplating a similar project. Two copies were
requested by the GEH: the first for a one-year installation in the Discovery Gallery, a
hands-on space for all ages which explores the basic principles ofphotography; and the
second as aDiscovery Kit. The kits, available to schools and other educational
organizations, are a free service of the museum's Education Department. Unfortunately,
the education department did not have funds earmarked for the project within this fiscal
year so financial support would have to be found elsewhere. They could, however, provide
most of the photographs needed for the project.
From previous work experience, I knew that the exhibit would be a welcome addition
to the Indiana Historical Society's traveling exhibitions program. The Indiana Historical
Society (IHS) is a non-profit organization dedicated to collecting, preserving, and
promoting Indiana history. With a collection of 1.5 million photographs, the IHS has
a strong interest in photographic history and preservation and agreed to co-sponsor the
exhibit. The traveling exhibitions program, managed by IHS's Education Division,
circulates traveling exhibitions to museums, archives, historical societies, libraries, and
schools throughout the state. Lenders keep the exhibits for one to two months and are
responsible for paying the outgoing shipping fee.
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FUNDING
With an Indiana connection, the project was eligible for an Indiana Humanities
Council (IHC) grant. Dr. Nancy Conner, Associate Director, reviewed the application and
agreed that the project met the guidelines. Anne Laker, Resource Center Director and
Program Officer, suggested that an extra copy of the kit be made for IHC's Humanities
Resource Center which is a circulating library ofmore than 1,700 films, videotapes,
audiotapes, exhibits, and publications. Although this added the expense of an additional
copy, it means that exhibit borrower's are eligible for a Resource Center Grant. This $200
grant can cover the expense of publicity, discussion materials, or an honorarium for a
humanities discussion leader when programs are based on a Resource Center film,
videotape, or exhibit.
The grant application was turned in on April 3, 1995 (Appendix 1). On June 1, IHC
notified us that apartial grant of$3,000 had been awarded. We had originally asked for
$12,350, but since the IHC was low on funds this year it cut all grants in half. In addition,
IHC staff informed us that because grant selection committee members were aware of the
IndianaHistorical Society's multi-million dollar endowment, they further reduced the
amount awarded feeling that the Society should fund a larger percentage of the project.
We compensated for the $8,350 loss by:
1) The George Eastman House agreed to pay for their second copy of the exhibit.
2) Light Impressions Corporation, a Rochester-based archival supply company, agreed to
donate cases, binders, archival boxes, sleeves, polyester, tape, photo corners, etc. In
return, it asked to be acknowledged in the gallery and press releases and that its catalogs
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be distributed at all project-related programs. The company also stipulated that, while it
did not mind ifother archival
suppliers'
addresses were mentioned in the workbook, it
preferred that we not distribute its
competitors'
catalogs or educational pamphlets.
3) Eliminating the lamination. Since the George Eastman House Discovery Gallery copy
will not circulate, it does not need this extra protection. The IndianaHistorical Society
will cover the expense of laminating its copy.
4) The Indiana Historical Society agreed to put $1,325 into the project, buying the plastic
panels, wooden bases, foam padding, Velcro, handouts, silk-screen labor, and adhesive.
5) The George Eastman House agreed to donate all photographs and photographic labor.
This cost was additionally reduced by opting for thermal dye transfer prints made from
Kodak PhotoCD instead of traditional color photographs.
6) Receiving lower bids for making the film positives and exposing the silk-screens.
7) Reducing the number ofpanels from 25 to 20 per exhibit.
8) Providing only sixteen bases with each exhibit. Most borrowing institutions will not
have the table-top space for all twenty panels and will wall mount some of them.
9) Donating much ofmy labor, including time spent on silk-screening, mounting
photographs, attaching Velcro and hanging hardware, collating workbooks, etc.
10) The designer agreed to reduce his fee for designing a logo and creating a template
design for several panels, from which the other panels were modeled.
11) The silk-screener gave a reduced quotation for screening the flat base color (as a
thank you for continued use and recommendations).
12) Eliminated the indirect costs (5% had been added in the original budget).
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AUDIENCE
The exhibit was created for a general audience. Labels were written on an eighth-
grade reading level, meaning shorter sentences and a simple vocabulary. This is a common
practice among museums, acknowledging not only that visitors come in all ages and
reading levels, but also that visitors are reading on their feet and do not have the patience
to read long, complex labels.
The success of such a project rests in finding a balance between supplying too much
information and too little. Care must be taken not to overwhelm the casual exhibit reader
with too much technical jargon, yet oversimplifying the subject will disappoint those most
interested in the subject. This project was designed in a multi-layered approach. Several
types ofvisitor viewing styles are anticipated:
1)Many museum attendees, often called "exhibit
joggers,"
move through the galleries in a
non-linear fashion, skipping from artifact to artifact, reading very few labels. This type of
viewer may not even look at the didactic panels, but hopefully will pick-up the handouts
for future reading.
2) Some viewers will only read the captions of the few images that attract their attention,
ignoring the main labels. For this reason, the interpretive captions were written to
reemphasize points made in the main text.
3) Other visitors, if captivated by the subject, will read the full text. It is hoped that they
will spend time with the samples boxes and workbooks, available at tables near the exhibit
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exit. This is the type ofpatron who might attend educational programs, therefore related
upcoming events should be posted in the gallery.
Although this project's primary audience is the general public, a secondary objective
is to encourage the professional development of the curators and archivists who assemble
and supplement the exhibition. There are several implementation options for the
borrowers.
1) At the lower level, borrowing institutions can simply mount the exhibit panels without
displaying original photographs along with it. This is not as effective, but the panels can
stand alone.
2)Motivated curators can borrow the workbook several months before receiving the
exhibit, allowing planning time. This gives them time to survey their collections and
choose the best examples of each process and format. Hopefully they will create their own
exhibit labels and mount separate exhibits such as Home CountyPhotographers orA
PhotographicHistory ofMain Street.
3) The Indiana Historical Society's workshops will provide another learning opportunity
for archivists. We hope to spark preservation projects within the borrowing institutions.
4) Highly inspired borrowing institutions may sponsor their own workshops and related
activities. Possibilities include hiring a photographer to copy
residents'
photographs for
the collection, teaching photograph storage methods, and running a "mystery
photograph"
column in a local newspaper.
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DIDACTIC PANELS
Twenty didactic panels discuss the most common photographic processes and formats
of the twentieth century. In selecting the images to include, we kept in mind the type of
photographs the average person would find in grandma's attic. Through my presentations,
I have found that the average person can grasp the more unique processes, such as the
daguerreotype, ambrotype, tintype, and cyanotype. However, many of the processes are
difficult to distinguish from each other, even for trained professionals. Because of this
difficulty, we decided to exclude many of the paper processes such as "matte collodion
printing out paper, gold and platinum
toned"
or "glossy gelatin printing out
paper."
It is,





so panels on these concepts are included.
Most panels (Figure 1) are broken into four categories: identification, process,
deterioration, and care. This allows the viewer to choose the topics he cares to read about.
Tidbits about the social history of the process or format (why the process was popular,
the cost, length of exposure, etc.) are included in the photograph captions. Because a
borrowing institution may not have space to display all twenty panels, the text for each
panel was written to stand alone rather than build upon facts mentioned in earlier panels.




x 3mm Celtec, an aerated polyvinyl
chloride. A light grey background color (Figure 2) is silk-screened onto the panel,
followed by black captions and three vertical rules defining the four-column layout. Dark
maroon horizontal bars with white sub-heads delineate the beginning of text sections. The
panel header consists of the upper case title ("DAGUERREOTYPE") and Italicized dates
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("1839-1860s") silk-screened in white onto a horizontal maroon bar that blends into a
halftone detail of one of the panel's photographs. This header is screened onto a sheet of
copper metallic paper, which shines when spotlighted.
Illustrations are produced in several manners. Line drawings are silk-screened in black
directly onto the panel. Black and white copy photographs and color copies are cold
mounted with sheets of double-sided adhesive. The production method of the color
photographs is still under discussion. The George Eastman House can easily and cheaply
produce thermal dye transfer prints (Kodak Ektatherm XLS print paper) from PhotoCDs.
Even though the paper has an clear overlaminate layer that extends the life of the print,
there is uncertainty about the life expectancy of this type ofprint. This issue must be
weighed heavily before opting for the least expensive method. It is impossible to replace
the faded photographs at a later date since the exhibit will be laminated.
It was especially important to incorporate flexibility in the installation method. Many
house museums have historic reproduction wallpapers and cannot mount wall-hung
panels. Other types of institutions, such as public libraries, must hang exhibits on pegboard
orVelcro-covered walls. This exhibit was designed with grooved wooden bases, which
can rest on tables or flat cases; and bothVelcro and traditional hanging hardware on the
verso. In addition, the panels may lean against easels (provided by the borrower). It is
anticipated that borrowers will use a combination ofhanging methods to conform to their
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rods fit into holes in the base and extend up sixteen inches to stabilize the panel, which
wobbled slightly without the additional support.
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Six copies of the workbook will be made for each exhibit. They will contain a variety
ofpamphlets and articles, providing a rudimentary introduction to the processes, formats,
and preservation issues. The workbook serves two purposes: to act as a study guide for
the borrowing institution's curator who installs the exhibit; and to be available to the more
serious museum visitor in a study area at the end of the exhibit. Sections include:
Section One - "For the
Curator"
will only accompany the curator's copies and will
include packing instructions, exhibition guidelines, supplemental activities suggestions, and
evaluation forms.
Section Two - Processes and Formats will provide a more in-depth view of each panel
topic, explaining the inventor of the process, patent date, a checklist for identifying the
process and date, deterioration characteristics, and a bibliography.
Section Three - Care and Preservation Issues will discuss correct storage environment,
handling concerns, copy photographs, exhibition and framing, and storage enclosures.
Samples of actual archival materials will be contained in plastic pocket pages.
Section Four - Resources for further information about photographic history,
bibliography, addresses of related professional organizations (American Institute for
Conservation, Society ofAmerican Archivists, etc.), sources for archival supplies, and
information about the project sponsors.
Obviously there is too much information about the subject to include in one
workbook. The goal of the workbook is to provide basic information and to direct the
reader to related literature.
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PHOTOGRAPH SAMPLES BOXES
Because identifying photographic processes is a difficult skill to learn without seeing
original photographs, labeled samples of each process and format will accompany the
exhibit. Visitors will be encouraged to view these expendable photographs at tables and
chairs set up in a study area at the end of the exhibit. Included will be magnifying glasses
and loupes for closer examination. These images will enable gallery docents or museum
to demonstrate certain concepts, such as how an ambrotype can look positive or negative
depending on the background. These samples are intended primarily as a hands on,
interpretive portion of the exhibition, however, images may be placed in the exhibit if that
particular process is not found in the borrower's collection.
The fourteen boxes will consist of about three samples of each of the cased images
and eight to twelve examples of each of the paper processes and formats. Photograph
housings are designed to prevent the images from moving around during shipping, yet are
open on two sides to allow visitors to remove the photograph for a closer, hands-on look
(Figure 3). Artifacts and housings will be carefully keyed to prevent items from becoming
missleeved. This includes attaching a small photocopy of the image to the verso of the
housing, as well as a labels on both the photograph and the enclosure. However, it is
anticipated that some of the photographic samples will be misfiled or disappear. For that
reason, borrowers are asked to report missing or damaged items on an exhibition



































Each sponsor is developing separate educational programs and activities to
supplement the traveling exhibition.
George Eastman House - The Education Department already has many activities which
complement the themes explored in the exhibit. In addition, Michael Sladden, Curator of
Education, along with RogerWatson, Curatorial Assistant, are developing a series of
workshops about family photographs and albums. The objective is to teach the audience to
interpret and preserve personal collections. Attendees will be encouraged to bring personal
photographs for a question and answer period. Other activities under discussion are
"Curator
Talks,"
and the creation of additional Discovery Kits for schoolchildren about
dating and learning from old photographs.
Indiana Historical Society
History through theLens: A Photography Workshop - A one-day workshop for middle
school and high school-aged students was held in Indianapolis on October 14, 1995. The
Indiana Junior Historical Society sponsored this program which consisted of
photographic tips and techniques, taking photographs in Crown Hill Cemetery, and
learning how to use the visual collections at the IHS. I presented a slide program, Out of
theAttic: Taking Care ofYourHistoric Photographs and concluded with a "guess the
process
contest,"
awarding the winner a sun-print kit. Other presenters included visual
collections staff at the Indiana Historical Society.
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Slide Presentations - A ninety-minute slide show was created, consisting of a history and
description ofnineteenth-century photographic processes and formats (about 40 minutes);
preservation, display, and copying guidelines (about 20 minutes); a review ofphotograph
samples (about 10 minutes); and a roundtable where people ask questions about
photographs that they have brought to the program (about 20 minutes). The slide portion
of the program consists ofnineteen text slides (Appendix 5) and forty slide illustrations.
Within the last year I have presented the slide program, or a slight variation of it, on
eighteen occasions (Appendix 6), fine tuning it as I developed a better feel for what the
audience desires. In addition, I developed a slide presentation about early image making in
Indiana, discussing early photographers and portrait galleries.
Local History Workshop Series on Photograph Administration - Next Summer I will
conduct three, one-day workshops for photograph collection caretakers. These meetings,
planned for the northern, central, and southern regions of the state, will be sponsored by
IHS's Local History Services Department, with an archives, museum, or library acting as
local coordinator. TheMarshall County Historical Society has agreed to sponsor the June
workshop. The traveling exhibition will be set-up at each workshop site. Twenty to thirty
participants per workshop are expected. Our goal is to provide an introduction to the
many facets ofmanaging a photograph collection: record keeping, copying and
duplicating, arrangement and description, establishing use fees, identifying processes,
storage conditions, exhibition, etc. A variety ofpresentation techniques will be used
including slide presentations, demonstrations, hands-on repairs, and a roundtable where
participants can show slides ofphotographs from their collections and ask questions.
23
PACKAGING









(interior dimensions) cases are constructed ofblack
polyethylene, with heavy-gauge steel corners. Unfortunately, the lack ofwheels may put
extra stress on the handles. These cases fit within the size and weight limitations ofthe
United Parcel Service (150 lbs. maximum weight, length plus girth no longer than 130").
Two cases will each contain: ten didactic panels, eight wooden bases, and twenty-four
dowel rods (Figure 4). The third case will hold two copies of the workbook, fourteen
samples boxes, and GEH and IHS brochures (Figure 5). Ethafoam padding, one inch or
one-half inch as necessary, will be attached to the sides and bottoms of the cases with a
hot glue gun. V-notches cut into the padding will allow finger insertion to remove items.
Taped into the lids will be drawings and simplified packing instructions for the few who
inevitably will not read the complete set of assembly and packing instructions in the
curator's copy of the workbook.
Flannel pouches will be sewn for the wooden bases and dowel rods (Figure 6) to
protect them from scratches during shipping. The panels, which should be stored face-to-
face due to the mounting apparatus on the backs, will be interleaved with paper. As
additional protection, the Indiana Historical Society's panels have a thin, mat-finish
laminate which wraps one-half inch around the back. Past experience has shown that the
heavy use of IHS exhibits warrants the added expense of lamination (about eighteen
dollars per panel). With proper packaging, the exhibits should last at least five to eight
years.
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Packaging for Exhibit Panels and Bases















































24 dowel rods 8 wooden bases
Figure 4
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Packaging for Photograph Samples Boxes
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(stacked 2 tall in case):











14. photograph enclosures Figure 5
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Within the past few decades, the public has shown a growing interest in old
photographs. Contributing to this has been the successful use of still photographs in
documentaries such as Ken
Burns'
acclaimed public television series The Civil War (1989)
andBaseball (1994) and in the myriad ofpublications commemorating the 150th
anniversary ofphotography in 1989. Private and institutional caretakers, who had
previously regarded photographs as the unwanted step-children of the collection, have
realized the value in their shoeboxes ofunidentified and unprocessed photographs.
Academic historians avoided using photographs until recently when scholars such as Alan
Trachtenberg (ReadingAmerican Photographs: Images asHistoryfromMathewBrady to
WalkerEvans) and Thomas J. Schlereth (Artifacts and the American Past) began
proselytizing the merits ofvisual images as primary sources. Archivists, librarians, and
museum professionals have seen an increase in the use and acquisition ofphotographs.
There clearly exists a need for information about identifying and caring for historic
photographs.
This fascination with historic photographs will only increase as digital photography
revolutionizes the field. Our descendants will view darkroom-generated photographs as
complex as daguerreotypes seem to us today.
Collaborative projects between non-profit organizations may become commonplace
as governmental support for granting agencies (such as the National Endowment for the
Humanities) is reduced and grants become more competitive. Not only has this project
been financially beneficial to the partners, but it has opened the lines of communication
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between three levels ofmuseums. The George Eastman House International Museum of
Photography and Film further fulfills its educational mission by reaching out to dozens of
small communities, as well as its usual audience ofmuseum visitors and schools; the
Indiana Historical Society benefits by channeling to its constituents the subject expertise of
an internationally recognized photography museum; and the smaller organizations benefit
by having at their disposal a free traveling exhibit, programs, and the scholarship around
which they can interpret their local photographic history.
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APPENDIX 1 - GRANT PROPOSAL
Cover :~heEt Regular Grant Application form
IHC use only
Meeting Action Grant #
Type of Application C Chairperson Grant , Mini Grant X Major Grant
Title Historic Fhotographs Kit ~orking Titl~
Address:
Sponsoring Organization
Name: George Eas trl1an House
InteL-national 11useum of
Photography and Filw
900 East Ave. Rochester
Sponsoring













Address:Georije Eas tITIan House
900 East Ave., Rochester, ~Y 146
Telephorwe 716) 27 1- 3 36 1 ext. 25 6
Contact person: Michae 1 Sladden
Telephone: (7 16) 2 71 - 3 3 6 1
Project Director

















Is the sponsoring agency detennined to be tax exempt as a not-for-profit organization by the Internal Revenue Service X Yes =No
The Indiana Department of Revenue =Yes C No Jf1.J@{!XNot-for-ProfitTaxRegistrationCertificateNumber ~1!..:4:r.-l!..:4:t.!o8.wlL.- _
Official Signatures
By signing and submitting this application. the sponsoring organization is providing the applicable certifications regarding the nondiscrimina-
tion statutes and implementing reguJations. debarment and suspension. as set forth in the INC grant information booklet.
(One copy must have original signatures. NOT
photocopies; must be signed by 3 different people)
Sponsoring Group Official (signature)
James L. Enyeart, Director
Sponsoring Group Official's Name and Title (please type)
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Fiscal Ag~t (signature)
George Eastman House Controller
fiscal Agent's Title (please type
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Project Summary (Limit to this space)
Within recent years, the public has expressed a growing interest in historic photographs. Academic histori
ans, preservationists, genealogists, and documentary filmmakers are among the many who now use photo
graphs as primary sources. With this comes the need to identify, date, and care for photographs. The George
Eastman House International Museum ofPhotography and Film and the Indiana Historical Society will
produce four copies of a "Historic Photograph
Kit"
that will be available from the lending resource centers of
the George Eastman House, Indiana Historical Society, and the Indiana Humanities Council. Each kit will
consist of:
1) traveling exhibition: 20 didactic panels explaining the history and identification of photographic pro
cesses and formats such as the Daguerreotype, tintype, stereoview, and snapshot. Borrowing institutions will
be encouraged to create their own displays and programs around the core exhibit. The fourth copy will
become a semi-permanent exhibit in the Discovery Room of the George Eastman House.
2) workbook: 6 workbooks accompanying each kit will supply more in-depth information about each process
and format. Included also will be sections on preservation issues (storage, environment, display) and sources
for more information.
3) photograph sample boxes: Boxes containing original, identified photographs will assist the curators with
identifying items in their own collections, and may be used in an exhibit study area by the more serious
museum visitor.
4) education programs: The sponsors will develop separate programs for the kit. The George Eastman
House will sponsor Gallery Talks, docent tours, and hands-on activities for all ages. Three summer work
shops for collection caretakers are planned by the Indiana Historical Society. Also, hand-outs will be printed
to encourage preservation of family photographs and the use of photos as primary sources.
Key project staff are co-directors Michael Sladden, Curator of Education at the George Eastman House, and
Joan Hostetler, former Indiana Historical Society Exhibitions Coordinator and Visual Collections Assistant.
They will draw on a highly qualified team of subject experts including Grant Romer, George Eastman House
Director of Conservation and Museum Studies and Faith Revell, Director ofExhibitions at the Indiana
Historical Society.
Project begins June l, 1995 and ends August 1996
Estimated Total Attendance 25,ooo
Grant
Local Cost Share
Budget Summary Cash In Kind
Administration 0 0 2,475
Speakers & Participants 910 825 9,890
Travel & Per Diem 0 455 600
Supplies & Equipment 2,090 1,925 6,710
Printing & Postage 0 1,200 20
Space Rental & Telephone 0 0 600
Other (Specify) 0 0 0
Indirect Costs 0 0 0
Project Totals 3,000 4,405 21,205
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Narrative Questions
How is this a humanities project?
During the past decade, the public has shown a growing facinationwith historic photographs.
Contributing to this has been the successful use ofstill photographs in documentaries such asKen
Burns'
acclaimed public television series The CivilWar (1989) andBaseball (1994) and in the
myriad ofpublications commemorating the 150th anniversary ofphotography in 1989. Private and
institutional caretakerswho had previously regarded photographs as the unwanted step-children of
the collection have realized the value in their shoeboxes ofunidentified and unprocessed photo
graphs. Academic historians avoided using photographs until recentlywhen scholars such as Alan
Trachtenberg (ReadingAmerican Photographs: Images asHistoryfromMathewBrady to
WalkerEvans) and Thomas J. Schlereth (Artifacts and theAmericanPast) began proselytizing
the merits ofvisual images as primary sources. Archivists, librarians, and museum professionals
have seen an increase in the use and acquisition ofphotographs. There clearly exists a need for
information about identifying and caring for historic photographs.
The George Eastman House International Museum ofPhotography and Film and the Indiana
Historical Society will meet this need by providing professional advice in the form of a
"Historic Photograph
Kit,"
consisting of the following components:
1) Exhibition
An exhibition oftwenty didactic panelswill
feature themost common photographic pro
cesses and formats such asDaguerreotypes,
ambrotypes, tintypes, albumen prints,
cartes-
de-visite, cabinet cards, and stereoviews. Each
panel introduces the history and explains how to
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One copyofthe exhibitionwill reside at theGeorgeEastmanHouse inRochester, NY, becoming the
core for an exhibit in themuseum'sDiscoveryRoom, a hands-on space for all ageswhich explores












posing for a 19th-century commercial portrait
making protective housing for photos
The GeorgeEastmanHouse's copywill eventually
be available to educational institutions as aDiscov
ery Kit
A second copy will become part ofthe Indiana
Historical Society's Traveling Exhibition
Program. Managed by the EducationDivision,
this successful programhas circulated traveling
exhibitions to museums, archives, local historical
societies, libraries, and schools throughout
Indiana. Lenders may keep the exhibit for one
to two months and are responsible for paying the
outgoing shipping fee. This exhibitionwill en
courage borrowing institutions to supplement the
panelswith photographs from their own collec
tions, thus putting their local photographic
historywithin the context ofthe national scene.
The project workbook, available to the local
curatorswell in advance ofthe installation date, will recommend proper exhibition techniques for
original photographs. Suggested supplemental activities include:
r
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traveling exhibits circulated to libraries,
museums, schools, andhistoricalsocieties.




creating local exhibit about the community's photographers and studios
- launching a publicity campaign to acquire old photographs and glass negatives
sponsoring a copying and duplicating workshop
The IndianaHumanitiesCouncil will circulate the third copy through theResource Center, which
has a circulating library ofmore than 1,700 films, videotapes, audiotapes, exhibits, and publications
that may be borrowed by any Indiana resident.
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2) Workbook
Five copies ofthe workbook will accompany each exhibit. Three copies oftheworkbook will be
available to the lenders manymonths before the exhibition arrives and used as a study guide to
facilitate exhibit planning. Two workbooks will arrivewith the traveling exhibit kit for use in an
exhibit study area for the more seriousmuseum visitor.
Section One - "For the
Curator"
will only accompany the curator's copies andwill include
packing instructions, exhibition guidelines, supplemental activities, and evaluation forms.
Section Two - Processes andFormats will provide a more in-depth view ofeach panel topic,
explaining the inventor ofthe process, patent date, a checklist for identifying the process and date,
deterioration characteristics, and a bibliography. "The Flowchart for Identification
Guide"
from
Care and Identification of19th-centuryPhotographic Prints by James M. Reilly will be
included in each workbook.
Section Three - Care andPreservation Issues will discuss correct storage environment, han
dling concerns, display and framing, and storage enclosures. Samples ofactual archival materials
will be contained in plastic pocket pages. Since a relatively small number ofworkbooks will be
made, wewill insert original (and expendable!) photographswhich is the best way to show some
ofthe concepts. Included, for example:
a vintage 1970s
"magnetic"
album page containing faded and adhesive-striped snapshots
a photograph stuck to a glassine sleeve due to moisture
an original albumen print and a laser color copy to promote facsimiles for display
Section Four - Resources for further information about photographic history, bibliography, addresses
of related professional organizations (American Institute for Conservation, Society ofAmerican
Archivists, etc), sources for archival supplies, and information about the project sponsorswill be included.
3) Samples Boxes
Because distinguishing photographic processes is a difficult skill to learn without seeing
identified examples, a samples box is planned as part ofthe packet. The boxwill contain several
labelled examples ofthe each ofthe processes and formats. In addition, amagnifying lupe and a
light scopewill be provided so viewers can examine the photographs at 8 and 30Xmagnification.
All archival sleeveswill identify the product name and manufacturer. These samples are intended
primarily as a hands on, interpretive portion ofthe exhibition, however certain processesmay be
substituted in the exhibition ifthat particular process is not found in the borrower's collection.
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Original Page - See Revision
4) Workshops and Educational Programs
The George Eastman House and the Indiana Historical Society will develop separate programs and
workshops to supplement the kit.
George Eastman House - The Education Department already has many activities which complement
the themes explored in the exhibit. Michael Sladden, Curator ofEducation, along with museum
interns will continue to develop new programming. Many of the existing activities concentrate on
technical questions: How are
"printing-out"
prints made? What is a pin-hole camera? How do you
develop film? New programming will be designed to teach about photographs as primary sources.
The objective is to teach the audience to interpret and preserve personal collections. Ideas for new
activities include:




exploring other sources (such as Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps,
perpetual calendars, fashion magazines, automobile reference books) to aid with identifying
and dating family photographs
"Reading Family
Photographs"
- the audience will be encouraged to bring in family photo
graphs for discussion. Possible topics are: Why were dead people photographed in the
past? What are our views about this in today's Society? When did family members take
snapshots? Did special events determine when the camera was used? What were the
family's favorite possessions to be photographed with (the car, family pets, the new house)?
Curator Talks - Many people are unaware of the multitude of photography-related careers.
This series of talks will feature collection curators, archivists, conservators, and photo
graphic historians, drawn mainly from the Eastman House's staff, who will share their
experiences in the field of photography.
Hands-On Activities - Trained docents will oversee a range of activities such as matting
photographs, crafting special enclosures to protect cherished photos, viewing stereographs,
posing in vintage studio furniture, exploring vintage cameras
Indiana Historical Society - Three, one-day workshops for photograph collection caretakers will be
presented by Joan Hostetler. These meetings, planned for the Northern, Central, and Southern
regions of Indiana, will be sponsored by the Indiana Historical Society with an archives or library
acting as local coordinator. The Marshall County Historical Society has agreed to sponsor the June
workshop. The exhibition will be set-up at the workshop sites. The IHS will promote this as the
1996 Local HistoryWorkshop Series (past topics have included oral history, archives management,
and fundraising). Twenty to thirty participants per workshop are expected. The goal is provide a
basic understanding of the many facets ofmanaging a photographic collection: record keeping,
copying and duplicating, establishing use fees, identifying processes, storage conditions, exhibition,
etc. A variety of presentation techniques will be used including slide shows, demonstrations, a
"guess the
process"
quiz, hands-on repairs, and a roundtable where participants can show slides or
photographs from their collections and ask questions.
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4) Workshops and Educational Programs
Three, one-day workshops for photograph collection caretakers will be presented by Joan Hostetler.
These meetings, planned for the Northern, Central, and Southern regions of Indiana, will be spon
sored by the Indiana Historical Society with an archives or library acting as local coordinator. The
Marshall County Historical Society has agreed to sponsor the June workshop. The exhibition will be
set-up at the workshop sites. The IHS will promote this as the 1996 Local History Workshop Series
(past topics have included oral history, archives management, and fundraising). Twenty to thirty
participants per workshop are expected.
The goal is provide a basic understanding of the many facets ofmanaging a photographic collection:
record keeping, copying and duplicating, establishing use fees, identifying processes, storage condi
tions, exhibition, etc. A variety of presentation techniques will be used including slide shows, dem
onstrations, a "guess the
process"
quiz, hands-on repairs, and a roundtable where participants can
show slides or photographs from their collections and ask questions.
In addition, the Indiana Junior Historical Society is tentatively planning a "Historic
Photographs"
workshop for October 1995. Staff from the Indiana Historical Society's visual collections depart
ment, along with Joan Hostetler will present the following sessions:




exploring other sources (such as Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps,
perpetual calendars, fashion magazines, automobile reference books) to aid with identifying
and dating family photographs
"Reading Family
Photographs"
- the audience will be encouraged to bring in family photo
graphs for discussion. Possible topics are: Why were dead people photographed in the
past? What are our views about this in today's Society? When did family members take
snapshots? Did special events determine when the camera was used? What were the
family's favorite possessions to be photographed with (the car, family pets, the new house)?
Hands-On Activities - Trained volunteers will oversee a range of activities such as matting
photographs, crafting special enclosures to protect cherished photos, viewing stereographs,
exploring vintage cameras, and printing cyanotypes from glass negatives.
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Children viewingglassnegatives in the George
Eastman HouseDiscoveryRoom.
Explain how the non-academic community will be involved in your project. Are
there any specific audiences you will reach and, if so, how will they be involved
in the project?
The goal of the project is to reach two audi
ences:
1) General Public
People of all ages from school children to an
adult audience will visit the traveling exhibi
tions sites and attend the workshops and
educational programs. A layered approach will
allow visitors to choose their own level ofin
volvement. The casual browserwill read the
panels and take home handouts about preserva
tion offamily photographs. Themore serious
museum visitorwill have the opportunity to
participate in hands-on activities, attend work
shops, read theworkbook, and interact with
museum conservators and archivists. Teachers will have access to theDiscoveryKit and curricu
lum planning aids.
2) Collection Caretakers
The secondary objective is to encourage professional development of the curators and archi
vistswho assemble and supplement the exhibition. The workbookwill provide a rudimentary
introduction to processes, formats, and preservation issues and guide themotivated lender to
more information. Workshops will inform photographic archivists and curators about identification
and preservation, plus expose them to approved preservation methods and archivalmaterials.
Explain your publicity plans. Who is the publicity coordinator and what are her/
his qualifications?
Both of the sponsors have professional public relations staff who will send press releases
and packets to newspapers, magazines, and radio and television stations in their respective
areas. Eliza Benington, Manager of Public Relations and Marketing at the George
EastmanHouse additionallywill send directmail announcements to targeted educators and
schools. Announcements ofall activities connected to theDiscoveryRoom exhibitionwill appear
in theNewsletter ofthe GeorgeEastmanHouse. Exhibit opening invitations are sent to members.
Ray Boomhower, Public Relations Coordinator for the IndianaHistorical Societywill an
nounce the traveling exhibition and workshops in TheBridge, the Society's newsletter; TheHoo-
sierGenealogist; Communique, the newsletter for local historical organizations published by the
LocalHistory ServicesDepartment; and on the Internet via the Society's WorldWideWeb page.
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How will you evaluate the project and how will you use your evaluation?
Before fabrication of the exhibition, full-sized mock-up panels will be constructed and
available to project personnel for critique and revision. Reactions from selected "lay
people"
will help determine whether the content is clearly understood by the intended audi
ence.
Evaluation forms to be completed by the borrowers will accompany the traveling kits.
Questions asked include: How many people participated in activities connected to the
project? Were supplemental programs presented? How do you rate the overall effectiveness
of the exhibition (scale of 1-10)? Workshop participants will complete evaluation forms
rating the quality of the program content and the speaker. This information is used when
planning future projects.
Will your project produce anymaterials which can be used by other audiences
after the grant period? How will such materials be distributed?
The traveling exhibitions will have a circulation life of about five to eight years (the average
lifespan of a traveling exhibition). They will be distributed by three established lending
services:
1) Discovery Kits program of the George Eastman House Education Division
2) TravelingExhibitions Program administered by the Exhibitions Department ofthe Indiana
Historical Society
3) Resource Center ofthe IndianaHumanities Council
The kit packaging is carefully planned to fitwithin the size and weight limitations oftheUnited
Parcel Service. These services are free, however lenders are required to pay for outgoing shipping
costs.
After the retirement of the kits, the workbooks and handouts will still be useful reference
tools.
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Who are the key humanists and what, specifically, will they do in the project?
Michael Sladden and Joan Hostetler will serve as project co-directors.
Michael Sladden received BAs in History and English Literature from Connecticut College and has
been a staff member of the George Eastman House since 1986. As Curator ofEducation he has
developed the Discovery Room, part of a complex of exhibition spaces devoted to interpretative
displays by the Education Department. He has developed numerous Discovery Kits, multimedia
presentations, and hands-on activities. Along with Hostetler he will actively participate in every
phase of the project and oversee the development of the George Eastman House's programs, gallery
activities, and educational handouts.
Joan Hostetler received a BFA in Visual Communications from Herron School ofArt and in August
will complete an MFA in Imaging Arts with aMuseum Studies Concentration from Rochester Insti
tute ofTechnology. She has worked as Visual Collections Assistant and Exhibitions Coordinator at
the Indiana Historical Society and has interned at the George Eastman House. She is currently an
independent photographic preservation and archives management consultant. (See attached resume.)
As co-director she will research and write the text for the exhibit panels, compile the information for
the workbooks, solicit feedback from all project staff and reviewers, oversee the exhibit fabrication,
and keep communication flowing between the co-sponsors. She also will present the three work
shops sponsored by the Indiana Historical Society.
Paul Piazza is the project's fiscal agent. He is a certified public accountant with twenty
years'
experience and has been Controller at the George Eastman House since 1979. He will disburse
funds and keep all records of project finances.
Grant Romer, Director ofConservation and Museum Studies at the George Eastman House and
adjunct faculty at Rochester Institute ofTechnology, will provide expertise in photographic history
and preservation practices. Romer curated the George Eastman House permanent exhibition, "En
hancing the
Illusion,"
which explores the history of photography and technology. His role in this
project is to review the exhibit script and workbook and serve as a general reference person .
Faith Revell will serve as the main contact at the Indiana Historical Society. She will approve all
decisions concerning overall exhibit and workbook content, design, and fabrication. She received an
MFA fromMaryland Institute, College ofArt and was director of exhibit design at the Baltimore
Children's Museum before becoming Director ofExhibitions at the Indiana Historical Society.
John M. Harris will coordinate the three one-day photographic workshops. Harris is director of
Local History Services, Education Division, Indiana Historical Society and was formerly Director of
the Tippecanoe County Historical Association and Exhibitions Coordinator at the Indianapolis
Children's Museum. He received his masters degree in museum studies from the Cooperstown
Graduate Program (State University ofNew York).
Stephen Fletcher will proofread the final exhibit script and the workbook. Fletcher is Curator ofVisual
Collections at the Indiana Historical Society and was Curator ofPhotographs at the California Historical
Society. He is currently chair-elect for the VisualMaterials Section of the Society ofAmerican Archi









MFA, Imaging Arts/Museum Studies Concentration, August 1995 [expected date]
-Rochester Institute ofTechnology, Rochester, NY
Honors: Image Permanence Graduate Scholarship, 1993-94
BFA, Visual Communications, May 1990
-Indiana University, Herron School ofArt, Indianapolis, IN
Honors: Mildred DarbyMemorial Scholarship, 1980; Anne Hamilton Memorial
Award, 1979; Lakeland Art Association Scholarship, 1979; Indiana University/
Indiana State Fair Scholarship, 1979
Certificate for Photographic Preservation and Archives Management, 1993
-George Eastman House International Museum ofPhotography and Film
(Six month program and internship)
Employment
1993-1994 Internships, Image Permanence Institute, Rochester Institute
ofTechnology and the George Eastman House International
Museum ofPhotography and Film
Summer 1994 Visual Collections Special Assistant, Indiana Historical Society
Apr. 1989-Nov. 1993 Exhibitions Coordinator, Indiana Historical Society.
Coordinated the development ofin-house and traveling exhibits.
Tasks included research, writing, editing, photograph selection,
design, supervision offabrication contractors, designers, and
intern. Presentedpublicprograms andassistedwith outreach
programfor local historical organizations.
May 1987-Apr. 1989 Visual Collections Assistant, William Henry SmithMemorial
Library, Indiana Historical Society
Assistedwith management ofphotograph collection ofover 1.5
million images. Answered reference queries, coordinated dupli
cation orders, assisted librarypatrons and staffrequests,
assisted curatorwith storage and organization ofcollections.
Other
1994 Guest Curator, The PictorialPhotographs ofMary Lyon
Taylor, IndianapolisMuseum ofArt
Authored "The Pictorialism ofMary Lyon
Taylor,"
Traces of




Categories: Grant: Cash: In Kind:
Administration:
Michael Sladden, co-director, 20 hrs. @ $20/hr $ 400
Joan Hostetler, co-director, 35 hrs. @ $20/hr. 700
Paul Piazza, fiscal agent, 15 hrs. @ $25/hr 375
JohnM. Harris, workshop coordinator, 20 hrs. @ $25/hr. 500
Eliza Benington, marketing, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr 200
Ray Boomhower, marketing, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr 200
Margaret Bierlein, secretary, 10 hrs. @ $10/hr. 100
0 0 2,475
Speakers and Participants:
Michael Sladden, planning/research/writing, 100 hrs. @ $20 2,000
Joan Hostetler, planning/research/writing, 400 hrs. @ $20 2,000 6,000
Joan Hostetler, workshop honorarium, 3 programs @ $275/day 825
Faith Revell, content and design overview, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr. 200
Grant Romer, photo history/preservation consulting, 300
10 hrs. @ $30/hr.
Stephen Fletcher, reviewer, 5 hrs. @ $20/hr. 100
Ed Norman Design, graphic design and consulting 400
2,400 825 8,600
Travel and Per Diem:
IHS workshop travel, 500 mi. @ $.25 125
hotel rooms for workshop speaker and coordinator,
6 nights @ $55 330
3 research trips to Rochester, NY from Indianapolis, 450 450
3,600 mi. @ $.25
450 455 450
Supplies and Equipment:
photographic reproductions, 150 @ $15/ea. 500 1,750
film positives, 25 @ $40/ea. 1,000
exposing silkscreens, 25 @ $45/ea. 1,125
plastic panels, 20 sheets @ $30/ea. 600
silkscreen supplies and equipment (screens, squeegee, 300
ink, thinner, etc.)
silkscreen labor 800 2,000







shipping cases, 8 @ $225/ea. 1,800
archival boxes and sleeves for photographic samples 800
workbook binders, paper, and plastic page protectors 500
Velcro, 1 roll,
1"
x 50 yds. 150






lamination, 100 panels @ $18/ea., plus 6 hrs. labor @ $40/hr.
slides for programming:
5 rolls, 36 exp. slide film @ $8.00/ea.
film processing, 5 rolls @ $8.00/ea.
use of film recorder (text slides with scanned photos)
use ofAV equipment for IHS workshops
(slide & overhead projector, notebook computer &
LCD projector)
use ofAV equipment for GEH Discovery Room (computer,
videodisk player, CD-ROM player)






IHS, postage for 1,000 press releases (bulk mail rate)
GEH, postage for 500 press releases
IHS workshop brochures
printing 1,200, self-mailing brochures
postage, 1,200 @ (bulk mail rate)
GEH/THS hand-outs
lesson plan, 1,000 copies
family photos preservation, 1,000
IHS workshop and exhibit evaluation forms, 200 @ $.05/ea.

















Space Rental and Telephone:






















Michael Sladden, co-director, 20 hrs. @ $20/hr $ 400
Joan Hostetler, co-director, 35 hrs. @ $20/hr. 700
Paul Piazza, fiscal agent, 15 hrs. @ $25/hr 375
John M. Harris, workshop coordinator, 20 hrs. @ $25/hr. 500
Eliza Benington, marketing, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr 200
Ray Boomhower, marketing, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr 200
Margaret Bierlein, secretary, 10 hrs. @ $10/hr. 100
0 0 2,475
Speakers and Participants:
Michael Sladden, planning/research/writing, 100 hrs. @ $20 2,000
Joan Hostetler, planning/research/writing, 400 hrs. @ $20 910 7,090
Joan Hostetler, workshop honorarium, 3 programs @ $275/day 825
Faith Revell, content and design overview, 10 hrs. @ $20/hr. 200
Grant Romer, photo history/preservation consulting, 300
10 hrs. @ $30/hr.
Stephen Fletcher, reviewer, 5 hrs. @ $20/hr. 100
Ed Norman Design, graphic design and consulting 200
910 825 9,890
Travel and Per Diem:
IHS workshop travel, 500 mi. @ $.25 125
hotel rooms for workshop speaker and coordinator,
6 nights @ $55 330
2 research trips to Rochester, NY from Indianapolis, 600
2,400 mi. @ $.25
0 455 600
Supplies and Equipment:
photographic reproductions, 150 @ $8/ea. 1,200
film positives, 20 @ $25/ea. 500
exposing silkscreens, 20 @ $30/ea. 600
plastic panels, 15 sheets @ $30/ea. 120 330
silkscreen supplies and equipment (screens, squeegee, 200
ink, thinner, etc.)
silkscreen labor 150 2,000







shipping cases, 9 @ $ 1 1 0/ea. 990
foam for padding cases 200
archival boxes and sleeves for photographic samples 800
workbook binders, paper, and plastic page protectors 500
Velcro, 1 roll,
1"
x 50 yds. 75







5 rolls, 36 exp. slide film @ $8.00/ea.
film processing, 5 rolls @ $8.00/ea.
use of film recorder (text slides with scanned photos)
use ofAV equipment for IHS workshops
(slide & overhead projector, notebook computer &
LCD projector)









IHS, postage for 1,000 press releases (bulk mail rate)
GEH, postage for 500 press releases
IHS workshop brochures
printing 1,200, self-mailing brochures
postage, 1,200 @ (bulk mail rate)
GEH/IHS hand-outs
lesson plan, 1,000 copies
family photos preservation, 1,000
IHS workshop and exhibit evaluation forms, 200 @ $.05/ea.










Space Rental and Telephone:








TOTAL: 3,000 4,405 21,205
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Outline the timetable, format, and schedule of events for the project.
1995:
April 3 grant application due
June 1 project begins
June/July research trip to Rochester Hostetler
planning meetings all project staff
research and illustration selection Hostetler, Sladden
write rough draft of didactic panels Hostetler
edit exhibit script Romer, Sladden, Revell, Fletcher
revise script Hostetler
July/Aug. design meeting Hostetler, Ed Norman Design
design draft deadline Norman, Hostetler
late Aug. trip to Rochester Hostetler
review ofmock-up exhibit panels all project staff
September design revisions Norman, Hostetler
final approval of text and design all project staff
order supplies (panels, photos, film positives, Hostetler
wood bases, shipping cases, etc.)
October Ind. Jr. Hist. Soc. old photograph workshop IHS staff, Hostetler
silkscreen panels, base color Photo Screen Service
paint edges of panels Hostetler
silkscreen text and illustrations Hostetler, Photo Screen Service
November cold-mount copy photographs onto panels Hostetler
December attach Velcro and hanging hardware Hostetler
1996:
January pad shipping crates with foam lining Hostetler, Revell
February
package exhibit/write packing instructions
create sample boxes (photos acquired through





compile workbooks (ongoing throughout project) Hostetler, Sladden
GEH: write publicity for Discovery Room
GEH: exhibit installation, Discovery Room
GEH: exhibit opening















IHS: create kit guidelines & suggestions for borrowers Hostetler, Revell, Harris
IHS: publicize availability oftraveling kit Boomhower
IHS: create promo sheet for traveling exhibits packet Revell, Boomhower
create slides forworkshops and educational talks Hostetler, Sladden
IHS: publicize summerworkshops Boomhower
IHS: 1st Photographic Identification and Preservation Hostetler, Harris
Workshop, Marshall Co. Historical Society, Plymouth
IHS: 2ndWorkshop, Central Indiana, [Terre Haute?] Hostetler, Harris
IHS: 3rdWorkshop, Southern Indiana [Madison?] Hostetler, Harris




















1500 North Delaware St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Dear Sirs :
I have been asked to write a letter of support for a
grant proposal sponsored by the Indiana Historical
Society and the George Eastman House. I do so with
pleasure. The proposal calls for the production of four
copies of an "Historic Photograph Kit" which will be made
available to interested groups and individuals . The kits
will include a traveling exhibit, workbooks, and boxes of
sample photographs. In addition, the Indiana Historical
Society will host summer workshops for photograph
collection caretakers.
I believe it would be hard to over-emphasize the
importance of photographs in the study of history. I
certainly choose textbooks based on the diversity and
quality of pictures (photos as well as reproductions of
maps, paintings and drawings) . For students with little
background in American history, these pictures tie the
issues and concepts studied to images of people and
places . Since most of our students now are the products
of the age of television (fairly sophisticated consumers
of the visual, but not avid readers) , illustrations evoke
better retention of information.
Photographs are also important in many areas of
historical research. One of my own areas of interest is
architectural history. Historic photographs provide
valuable documentation of earlier conditions. On several
archaeological projects I have used historic photographs
to provide rough dimensions of buildings that have
disappeared to guide archaeologists in their location of
historic sites.
I also use historic photographs to illustrate books. I
am currently writing a new volume
in the series called
"Exploring Community
History." While Next Door: How to
Research Your Neighborhood will be a short book--128
printed pages--it will have at least 60 illustrations,
many of which will be
photographs.
I believe this project is a wonderful example of how
professionals with technical expertise in photography can
provide the general public with both an appreciation of
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historic documents (in this case photos) and information
on how to better care for the documents they possess.
This is an excellent proposal.





Graduate Public History Program
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March 27, 1995
To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing in support of the grant proposal submitted by the George Eastman House International
Museum of Photography and Film and the Indiana Historical Society.
In my capacity at the Indiana Historical Society, I work daily with local historical societies and museums
throughout the state. Over the last decade, I have seen photographs become an increasingly important part
of their collections. The size of these collections are growing rapidly, as is the demand for their use by the
public. For example, one publisher alone has produced close to a dozen pictorial histories of Indiana
communities in the last seven years. That's only the tip of the iceberg. Historic preservationists use these
collections to research the appearance of historic buildings prior to preservation and restoration. Academic
historians have increasingly recognized the value of photographs as primary sources. Genealogists often
fmd images of their ancestors in these collections. Newspapers draw upon them for "photos from the past"
weekly columns. The institutions themselves draw heavily upon their photograph collections for
publications, videos, public programs, and exhibitions.
Those charged with the care of these photographic materials, whether they be in institutions or private
ownership, often have little understanding of how to protect and extend the life of these valuable historical
documents. Few can distinguish the difference between a daguerreotype, a tintype, and an ambrotype; even
fewer understand that proper display and/or long-term storage of each photographic format must be handled
differently. The increased usage of these materials endangers their preservation due to improper handling.
There is a great need for the information and training opportunities that will be provided by this project.
The Local History Services department is pleased to support this project by handling all arrangements for a
series of at least three workshops during the summer of 1996. As is customary with our summer
workshops, venues will be chosen in the North, Central, and Southern portions of the state. The traveling
exhibit produced by the project will become part of the Society's traveling exhibitions program and
circulated throughout the state to museums, libraries, archives, and schools. We anticipate a high demand
for its use.
Your favorable consideration of this application bears the potential of extending the lives of thousands of
images and significantly enhancing the public's awareness and appreciation of our heritage for generations
to come.
Sincerely,
John M. Harris, Director
Local History Services
INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY • 315 West Ohio Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46202-3299









1500 North. Delaware Sc.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
George EastmanHouse
Reference: Grant Proposal Historic Photographs Kit / IHS, J. Hostetler
To "Whom itMayConcern:
I am pleased to extend my support, and che full support oftheMuseum's Education
department, to the grant proposal submitted jointly by Eastman House and Ms. Joan
Hostetler, to create a didactic exhibit on identification and care ofhistoric
photographic processes.
Eastman House is often cited as the birthplace ofmodern photographic conservation,
and the collections are notable for their breadth and depth, especially in nineteenth
centuryworks, many ofthem made by historic processes like Daguerreotype, salted
paper prints and paper negatives, collodion-based processes, and more.
Despite a rich history ofexhibition and publication on historic processes for advanced
audiences, theMuseumwould benefit by displaying and traveling an interpretive
exhibition which engages a lay audience on the subject- Audience and programming
opportunities illustrate the potential:
General and fernily audiences:
Visitors to theMuseumwill view a selection ofour artifacts in the context of
process type and preservation issues, will handle examples and explore housings,
condition reports, copying and duplicating strategies, and the use ofdigital cd's, and
may enroll inworkshops and short courses on




International Museum of Photography and Rim
School audienc:::s, grades 4--12:
A unit is in deveIopmen'C here whim oses EuniIy photographs as the basis for
srudent explor.uions ofwhat museum collections are and what museum professionals
do. the impOrQIlce and meaning ofphor:ographs as historical animas and primary
sources.. so:a.regies for idenri£cacion, handling. pa.c.bging. inr:erpreta.rion and
duplication. offunily colleaions, and the use ofphotographs ill conducting oral
history projects with t::::l:r:ended &mily members;
The project will also be invaluable for ~ah school photO illmucrors, who want:
to deal with. history ofphor:ography and \'rim hisr:oric processes. but who have little
time, expertise or resources to tackle the job. A complemenring Discovery Kit,
including a duplicar:e set: of panels, will serve as a mulri,vc::nne cravding e:dllbir:,
teacher tr.aining tool, and sdf-.:onr:ained unir: foe [wo or three dass sessions devoted to
hislOric process;
Service to the Field:
The region's hisroric homes, community societies and sites may benefit as
well, since we em lOur ir: [Q c...f:lese regional sir:es and provide advice and suppon to
those who c.~oose [0 deal with the preservation and interpretacion challenges preseuted
by their hisr:oric photograph collecrions.
I am confidenr: Joan will do -an cx:eellem job, because she's very well-versed in the
su~jCct marrer, and can perform herselfor supervise through expcnise a number ofthe
tasks involved. She also has excellent background and SUppOIT resOUICC:S r:b.rough
Rochester's Image Permanence Im'rimte.. and me Eastman House Ccrri:fiCir:e program.
Please do not hesintte lo contact: me ifyou require further informacion. I look forward
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! : I was extremely pleased to learn of the proposed joint educational venture
between the GeOrge Ea,stman House and the Indiana Humanities Council. As a high
school 'instructor of the photographic art) and as president of the Media Arts Teachers
Association, I have sensed a true need to further the educational process Which deals
with the historic aspect of photography. It appears that the current proposal addresses.
this aspect of photography on a much needed educational level.
I have had the opportunity to work with Mr. Michael Siadden and' the
Educational Department at the Eastman House for several years, most recently as an
AcMsor to the "Doell Edgerton Show. I have always been impressed with the expertise
and knO'Wledge of the staff, particularly Mr. Siadden. I can not think of a more
appropriate learning atmOsphere than the Eastman House. ' ,
I look forward·to th~ inception and fruItion of this project. I strongly believe that
educators have long been uneasy ~eaching and identifying historical photographs. How
wonderful it will be to have this project at their disposal. I encourage and support this
endeavor and offer my services in any capaCity. .
SincerelYI
Mike TO'Nnsend, President MATA






1500 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis 3 Indiana 46202
To Whom It May Concern:
It is a pleasure for me to write in support of Joan Hostetler's
proposal, "Interpreting and Preserving Historic Photographs." As
president of the Society of Indiana Archivists, I can confirm that
it would meet a real need in Indiana.
Fer a number of years, I have worked closely with several
local historical societies and museums, especially in Wayne and
Henry counties. I have found that often such groups have marvelous
holdings of photographs and related materials, yet their staff have
only the vaguest ideas of how to care for, store, and display them.
Each facet of this proposal would advance the caus~ of preserving
Indiana's heritage. The traveling exhibition is a. marvelous way
for local staffs to learn how to display their holdings. The work-
book will be a resource that will be of use for a number of years.
The samples boxes will be an almost fool-proof way of identifying
and classifying photographs. The workshops, I think, will find a
considerable audience.
The relatively small sum involved here will benefit communities
allover the state, and will do so in a very visible way. At a time
when governmental support for work in the humanities is in question,
a project of this kind will bring home to many how important agencies
like the IHC can be in helping us preserve OUr sense of the Past.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. Hamm
Archivist & Assoc. Prof. of
History
President, Society of Indiana
Archivists
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Lilly Library Richmond, Indiana 47374-4095 (317) 983-1360
Marshall County Historical Society, Inc.






1500 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis, IN ~6202
Dear Sirs:
I have recently taken the position of Executive Director of the Marshall County Historical Society, Inc. I was
trained and worked previously in Illinois. In my job with the lllinois State Historical Society, I assisted the
coordinator for the CIHSM program (later known as AIMHS). We produced workshops and seminars to
assist museums in acquiring the latest technological infonnation. To this end we improved the
professionalism of many of the museum directors and curators. I finnly believe in the promotion of all
phases of professional training.
The photographs which are housed in the small museums are true pictures of life in the midwest. The small
towns, farms, and whistle stops, are the part of Americana that can not be lost due to improper handling by
curators. I wish training could be given in depth to each and every site in the state. Since that is not possible,
I am looking fonvard to the series of workshops on photograph conservation sponsored by the Indiana
Historical Society. The Marshall County Museum would like to be a part of that series and co-sponsor and
host the session to be held in the northern part of the state. The traveling exhibit and the workshop resource
manual will be of great assistance to many of the small museums in this area which have no other source of
technical training.
I understand it will be held during the swnmer of 1996 and we would provide the site, a noontime meal, and
assist in the promotion of the event. If there is anything else that I can do for this series, please contact me at
the above address.
Sincerely,
Joanne Stutzman, Executive Director
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District Director
Department of the Treasury
P.o. Box C90S0 GPO
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Datr. MAR 181983 Person to Contac:t:J. Schlanger
Contact Telephone Number.
(212) 330-7338
t> International Museum of Photography
at George Eastman House
900 East Avenue
Ib::hester, New York 14607
Attn: .Mr. Paul. J. Piazza
Dear Sir or Madam:
Reference is made to your request fOT verification of the tax exempt
status of International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House.
A determination or ruling letter issued to an organization granting
exemption under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or under A prior or
subsequent Revenue Act remains in effect until exempt status has been
terminated, revoked or modified.




Name of Organization: International Museum of Photography at George
Eastman House
Date of Exemption Letter: August, 1949
Exe.mption granted pursuant to 1954 Code section 5Ol(c) (.y or its
predecessor Code section.
Foundation Classification (If Applicable):
!L.t (\ ?rivutil !,jt;:ld:ltion as you are
L'.=l o!"gaoization describsG in section .-
E,:J:i (8) (I ) o! tba Internal Revenue
Coge
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Date: 8 June 1995
Re: Historic Photograph Kit Grant
Here is the revised budget. I propose that IHS cover the following
expenses:
1. Silkscreen labor (Photo Screen Service) $150
2. Wooden bases (Walt
Robbins)*
240
3. Plastic panels (Meyer
Plastics)*
120











*These items could come from this year's budget, if necessary.
**
Perhaps the IJHS could contribute toward the cost of the handouts
since Nancy has expressed an interest in having extra copies for her
October 1995 photograph workshop.
In return, IHS will receive:
1 . 20 didactic panels, silkscreened text, color photos
2. 1 6 wooden bases
3. 5 copies of the workbook
4. 3 shipping cases
5. 1 slide set
6. 12 photograph samples boxes (with various processes and formats)
7. 500 copies ea. of 2 handouts (photo preservation and uses of
photographs in the classroom)
Please let me know if I can clarify this further.
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Joan E. Hostetler





Michael Sladden, Curator of Education




Here is the revised, shoestring budget. A full copy of the grant proposal, along with the grant information
and forms, will be in the mail tomorrow. I was able to work with the $3,000 limitation by:
1. Eliminating the GEH's second copy of the exhibit. If you like, I can screen print
extra copies of the didactic panels onto mat board, or some other less expensive
material. These would still be handy for education purposes, although not as
durable.
2. Eliminating the lamination. IHS will pay to laminate their copy, but the GEH
copy will not need lamination since it is not a traveling copy.
3. Reducing the number of panels from 25 to 20 per exhibit.
4. Providing only 16 bases with each exhibit. Most borrowing institutions will not
have the table-top space for all 20 panels.
5. Donating most ofmy time. (Although if Light Impressions is willing to donate the
cases, I could use that money.)
6. Selecting cheaper shipping cases.
7. The design consultant has agreed not to charge (he owed me a favor).
8. The silkscreener gave a reduced quote for screening the flat base color (another
favor).
9. I found a much cheaper silkscreener to provide the film positives and expose the
screens.
10. The Indiana Historical Society has agreed to pay $1,325 for supplies costs such
as Velcro, foam padding, wood bases, adhesive, etc. and the cost of the handouts.
1 1 . I had to eliminate the indirect costs (Roger Bruce said earlier that this would not
be a problem).
I suggest that you proceed by approaching Light Impressions with the revised copy of the grant proposal
which includes more visuals, and ask for the following donation:












Approximately $800 worth of sleeves, envelopes, binders, photo corners, labels, conservation board,
Film-0-
Plast P90, double-stick tape, and other supplies for the samples boxes and workbooks.
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Since you're more familiar with the owners, I'll trust your judgement about asking
for'
a cash donation. If
they are willing to donate $1,000 toward the project, we could afford the make GEH's second, traveling copy
of the kit. Perhaps they would even like a copy of the exhibityou can give them that option, just make sure
that you allow $1,000 per kit. You might mention that we envision this as another
"angel"
project, similar to
the one they did for the Susan B. Anthony House (featured in theirWinter 1994 catalog). Ideally, I wish they
would underwrite the project with a $5,000 donation (so I could be paid for part ofmy labor). Of course,
they would receive major acknowledgement in all handouts, publicity, exhibit signage, etc.
Here are a few ways that the GEH could contribute:
1. Absorb the cost of all photographs and slide film. I have estimated this at about
$1,280 worth ofmaterials but I am unsure about the labor involved. I mentioned
this to Barb earlier and she didn't feel that the project would overburden them. There
will be approximately 40 small photographs per exhibit (for three copies of the
exhibit).
2. Supply hanging hardware for the Discovery Gallery exhibit.
3. Donate some education photographs for the samples boxes.
4. Pay $100 or 200 for extra handouts. I doubt if 1,000 copies of each handout will
be sufficient. Do you have a local printer who might be willing to donate the cost of
printing? I have a couple of ideas to reduce this figure.
I realize that you have a tight budget, but I don't think that this is asking for too much in return for one copy
of the kit.
Update: I have been working on the samples boxes, the workbook, packaging, and some educational ideas. I
have found several newsletters for educators suggesting uses of old photographs in the classroomI'll make
copies for your files. The rest of June I will concentrate on writing the text for the didactic panels. I still
hope to have the rought draft completed by late June. I'll plan to visit Rochester in early Julyhow's your
schedule? I'll give you advance warning once I determine the date.
I hope you've had a good Spring. For two months I've been repairing senior class composites from the local
African-American high school and am quite anxious to move onto something more interesting.










Michael Sladden, Curator of Education




Here is the packet of information about the Indiana Humanities Council (IHC) grant. The paperwork for this
grant is fairly simple (compared to NEH grants) and I will attempt to make things as easy as possible for you
by the use ofPost-it Note instuctions. In this packet you will find:
2 copies of the IHC contract: Please get the signatures ofMarianne Fulton, Paul Piazza, and yourself on p.
7 of both copies and return one copy to me. I will forward it to IHC along with the revised grant proposal.
Per JHC's request, I have attached a letter to the contract explaining the Marianne Fulton replaces James
Enyeart as the "sponsoring group
official."
Various grant guidelines/instructions: These are for your files. Please share the project directors instruc
tions with Paul Piazza since they discuss finances. The publicity packet is pretty
basicI see no need to pass
this on to Eliza Benington. (She may need the IHC logo sheet, however.)
Memo, proposals, and timesheets for project participants: Would you please distribute these to Paul,
Grant, Roger, and Eliza? Your copy includes some packaging drawings that I have been working onthese
may be helpful in approaching Light Impressions.
I'm assuming that you will take care of any in-house details such as getting the "go
ahead"
from whoever
needs to approve this project. Some things that come to mind are: scheduling the photo order with Barb,
determining who needs to edit and approve the final script and design, arranging for installation in the
Discovery Gallery (do you do this or the exhibit prep staff?), feeding publicity information to Eliza, etc. We
can discuss this when I come to Rochester to do research and select photographs in mid-July.
We should get the signed contract back to IHC within a week or so. Give me a call if you have any ques
tions. Good luck with Light Impressions.








Historic Photographs Kit Project
George Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film, Sponsor
Indiana Historical Society, Co-Sponsor
Joan Hostetler, Project Co-Director, 815 N. Highland Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 639-2814, fax (317) 232-3109, jeh7175@ritvax.isc.rit.edu
13 June 1995
Memorandum to:
George Eastman House: Michael Sladden, Paul Piazza, Grant Romer, Roger Bruce, Eliza Bennington
Indiana Historical Society: Faith Revell, Bob Taylor, John Harris, Stephen Fletcher, Ray Boomhower
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Historic Photograph Kit
grant project. In lateMay, the George Eastman House, along with
the Indiana Historical Society as co-sponsor, received a $3,000 grant
from the Indiana Humanities Council for this project. Enclosed is a
copy of the grant proposal. I have highlighted your expected areas of
involvement on the timetable/schedule of events.
Also enclosed is your time sheet ("Certification ofContributed Staff
or Volunteer Time"). Please record your project hours including
meeting time, editing, planning, etc. on the back of the form and
tally up your hours at the end of the project. I will gather the signed
forms which must be turned in with the final report in August 1996.
Project co-directorMichael Sladden or I will be in touch with you as
the project progresses. Thanks again for your assistance.
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Historic Photographs Kit Project
George Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film, Sponsor
Indiana Historical Society, Co-Sponsor
Certification of Contributed
Staff or Volunteer Time
Name:
Title:




I hereby certify that I contributed my services to this project for the purpose of providing
local cost share for a grant from the Indiana Humanities Council.
Signature of Donor Date
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Historic Photographs Kit Project
George Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film, Sponsor
Indiana Historical Society, Co-Sponsor
Joan Hostetler, Project Co-Director, 815 N. fIighland Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 639-2814, fax (317) 232-3109, jeh7175@ritvax.isc.rit.edu
June 25, 1995
Nancy Conner, Senior Program Officer
Indiana Humanities Council
1500 N. Delaware St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Dear Nancy,
Enclosed is the signed contract and the revised grant proposal (per our June 1
telephone conversation) for the Historic Photographs Kit, IHC grant #95-0047. Please
note that the sponsoring group official signature on the contract is different than the one
on the original grant proposal. Marianne Fulton, Acting Director of the George
Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film, will act in this capacity
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Historic photograph consultant, formerly
with the Indiana Historic Society and now
completing work on her Masters at
Rochester Institute of Technology, will
present this program designed to assist
in historic photograph identification and
preservation.
Historic background of 19th and 20th century
photographicprocesses (slidepresetation)
Storage and display tips (preservation techniques/
archival supply sources)
Examples to aid with datingphotographs
presented at the following Libraries:
Shelby Library March 8 7:00 pjn.
Wayne Library March 18 2:00 pan.
Wanamaker April 6 7:00 p.m.
Brown Library April 11 6:30 pan.
Southport Library May 4 7:00 pan.
Decatur May 6 1:30 p.m.
attending can
bring
Interpretive services available if notified
""
"three weeks in advance.
' '
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PHOTO WORKSHOP Looking at this picture, is it possible to
tell the photographic process used? The date of the photograph?
How could it be preserved? How should it be displayed?
Joan E. Hostetler will be presenting a program that will answer
these questions andmore. The-"Historic Photograph
Workshop"
will
be held in the Basement Room B at the Justice Building, Warsaw,
beginning at 7 p.m. on Nov. 2.
Hostetler is an independent photographic consultant and a
native of Kosciusko County. She is completing her master's degree
in Photographic Preservation and Archives Management at the
Rochester Institute of Technology.
Sponsored by the Kosciusko County Historical Society, this pro
gram is free of charge and open to the public. Attendees are encour
aged to bring photographs for show and tell. (Photo provided.)
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"History should be stud
ied as newspapers are read
with aviewoftelling ourfriends
about the historic acts as re
corded, the truths unfolded
then it will become a labor of




Miss Dora's words came
to mind as this year's entries in
the LocalHistoryEssayContest
arrived. The topics may be old
but they are new to these young
students. They bring a fresh
view to stories many of us have
taken forgranted. We congratu
late all the studentswho entered
the contest and theirparents and
teachers. History is a conversa









The lives of early photogra
phers and their effect on the lives of
the people ofHendricks County and
Indiana will be the subject of our
nextmeeting on Sunday, May 7, at
2:00 p.m. at the Plainfield Public
Library.
"Secure the shadow, ere the
substance
fades"
was the banner on
an advertisement for D.O.Adams,
Artist, and his "Cheap Picture Gal
ley"
at Danville in 1860. A photo
graphic imagewas more than amere
"picture."
Itwasacapturedmemory,
a sentiment of affection for family
and friends.
JoanHostetler, formerlywith
the Indiana Historical Society, has
been collecting information on Indi
ana photographers since 1986. She
hascollectedadatabaseofover4,000
names ofmen andwomenphotogra
phers for the period 1840-1920. She
has a listing of about 24 names con
nected with Hendricks County.
Ms. Hostetler is currently
completing her Masters Degree at
the Rochester Institute of Technol
ogy inNewYork. Mostrecendy she
interned at the George Eastman
House and the Image Permanence
Institute, also in New York. Her
presentation will include slides of
the work done by these early
"shadow-snatchers."
This will be a meeting you
won'twant tomiss! In the words of
D.O. Adams, Artist: "Improve your






Please take a moment to
check the back page of the BULLE
TIN where your name and address
appear. If the blockhas beenmarked
it indicates thatwe have notreceived
your renewal and thiswill be the last
issue of the BULLETIN that you
67
* HENDRICKS COUNTYMUSEUM
will receive. Please forward your
dues (Individual/Institutions - $10,
Family - $15, Contributing - $20,
Business - $25) to theHCHS offices,
170 S. Washington, Danville, rN
46122 to continue yourmembership
in the society. Ifyou have any ques
tions about yourmembership status,
please contact the secretary at the
same address.
IN REMEMBRANCE:
It is with great regret that
we mark the passing of long




tions to the society andmuseum
were numerous and included
serving as society President,
working on the museum board,
and assisting in the production
of theBULLETIN. The society
greatly benefited from his en
thusiasm, insight, and knowl





Just areminder that theHen
dricks County flags and all in-stock
publications for theHCHS are avail
able for sale at theDanville Antique
Mall, 132 West Main Street,
Danville. For further information
about thepublications contact any of




























































APPENDIX 5 - TEXTSLIDES
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PHOTOGRAPH PROGRAMS PRESENTED IN 1995
Identification andPreservation of Historic Photographs
(A 90 minute slide presentation^
March 8 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Shelby Branch
March 18 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Wayne Branch
April 4 Clinton CountyHistorical Society, Frankfort, Indiana
April 6 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Wanamaker Branch
April 1 1 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Brown Branch
April 18 Indianapolis Senior Citizens Center Family History Club
May 4 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Southport Branch
May 6 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Decatur Branch
May 16 Bedford Revitalization, Inc.
October 12 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Spades Park Branch
October 14 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Eagle Branch
October 18 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, West Indianapolis Branch
October 2 1 Indianapolis/Marion County Public Library, Fountain Square Branch
November 2 Kosciusko County Historical Society, Warsaw, Indiana
Secure the Shadow: Early Photography in Indiana andHendricks County
(45 minute slide presentation)
May 7 Hendricks County Historical Society
A History ofPhotography in Indiana
(40 minute slide presentation)
July 21 Indiana Historical Society Summer Symposium
History andPreservation ofFamily Photographs
(Two, 1 1/2-hour classes consisting of lecture, slide program, and hands-on housing
demonstration)
September 26/
October 3 OA.S.I.S. (Older Adult Services Information System)
Out oftheAttic: Taking Care ofYourHistoric Photographs
October 14 Indiana JuniorHistorical Society's
History through the Lens: A Photography Workshop
Guest Lecturer: Cataloging VisualMaterials
October 16 IndianaUniversity/Purdue University at Indianapolis,
School ofLibrary Science, Introduction to Cataloging Class
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